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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Omnichannel banking is a growth strategy that meets the needs of both consumers and 

banks. Consumers expect their banks to listen to them and to interact with them via their 

preferred channel. 

“Listening” to customers requires integrating data, technology, analytics, marketing and 

operations—the foundational elements of omnichannel banking. To realize the full potential 

from omnichannel, banks must have a multi-year, integrated strategy designed with a firm 

business mandate, C-Suite accountability, cross-functional collaboration, a 360° customer 

view, and rigorous performance tracking and refinement. Implementing an omnichannel 

banking strategy is complex and requires a detailed multi-year roadmap. 

Banks who do not engage in an omnichannel strategy are at risk of disengaging and losing 

their existing customers and becoming irrelevant in today’s fast-moving, customer-driven 

banking landscape. 

BIG IDEAS
n  Customers are playing a stronger role in their banking activities, driving how and when 

they interact with their bank—often even serving as their own bank teller. 

n  Data integration across channels and touch points is critical to providing an omnichannel 

environment for banking customers. 

n  The Omnichannel environment differs from “multichannel” with the emphasis on creating a 

relatively seamless customer experience no matter the touch point and channel of interaction. 

n  Understanding customer intentions and uncovering insights through advanced analytic 

techniques is core to the design of “next generation” customer experiences integrated across 

all channels.

n  The 360° view of the customer and dynamic technology capabilities are beginning the 

transformation to omnichannel banking. 
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INDUSTRY CONTEXT

The forces facing the banking industry are well summarized by Stacy Gorkoff and Robert 

Johnston in “Self-Service Evolution or Die”:

“Retail Banks are facing mounting pressure to execute broader channel 
diversification strategies aimed at widening the bank’s customer base, 
improving customer experience, and increasing revenues through new 
products and service.”1

This pressure stems from customer demand for additional ways to interact with banks, 

allowing them to choose how and when to accomplish their banking activities. Today, 

consumers “blend” their transactions across multiple channels and their mobile devices are at 

the core of this transformation. Beyond simply choosing channels, consumers are demanding 

a seamless customer experience across all touch points. It’s this customer experience that will 

differentiate “omnichannel” from “multi-channel.” If banks do not deliver this new customer 

experience, it’s likely that their best customers will shift to a bank that does.

Compounding this challenge is the proliferation of channels. As consumers add new 

communication channels without abandoning old ones, the number of channels increases. 

Of course, as channels increase so does complexity. More data in more channels demands 

an omnichannel strategy that integrates communication data across channels and enables 

relevant responses for each way a consumer interacts with a bank.  

For financial institutions to remain relevant, embedding financial services into the lives of 

individuals and business customers is becoming critical. Implementing an omnichannel 

banking strategy will require leveraging diverse information, dynamic technology, analytics, 

marketing genius, and new operational processes. 

Successful execution of an omnichannel banking strategy will result in an understanding 

of customers’ intentions and requirements. This understanding will enable banks to exceed 

service expectations and provide relevant and timely offers that deepen existing customer 

relationships and create new ones. 

Currently, there is wide variation in how banks are translating this customer requirement into 

strategy development, investments and delivery capabilities. Because omnichannel strategy 

and execution require a significant investment and complex infrastructure, progress can be 

slow, if not delayed entirely, until there is quantified business value. Obviously, omnichannel 

banking represents both a huge challenge and a great opportunity.

Banks can emulate how the Retail sector evolved from single-channel, to multi-channel, and 

now to omnichannel. Some retailers are now innovating within their own organizational 

models to ensure their customers have a seamless shopping experience across all channels. 
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New executive roles, business mandates and operating models are being formed to ensure 

the delivery of the 7 C’s: convenience, consistency, clarity, choice communication, control 

and connection.2

This research brief begins to answer the question of what implementing an omnichannel 

strategy will entail and examines elements of a roadmap that will take omnichannel banking 

from vision to reality.

THE IMPORTANCE OF OMNICHANNEL 
Omnichannel banking differs from current banking models in the areas of: 

• Customer information

• Transactions

• Business processes

• Customer experience. 

To fully realize the potential of omnichannel, C-suite executives and their operational models 

must evolve beyond traditional siloed roles and move toward creating an integrated customer 

experience across multiple customer touch points. 

The retail industry has already embraced omnichannel operation models. Macy’s recognized 

this strategic value and created a Chief Omnichannel Officer—a position overseeing channels 

with a view toward a seamlessly integrated customer experience. Macy’s set a business 

mandate of “inventory as a shared asset” which drove cross-functional collaboration. Similarly, 

Saks Inc. has reassigned senior managers to omnichannel job titles. For retailers, creating an 

omnichannel experience has resulted in increased basket size, greater conversion rates and 

reduction of inventory losses—all contributing to profitable growth. 

Take a look at the following real-world scenario illustrating the looming threat to banks that do 

not similarly evolve with an omnichannel strategy and operational model—particularly those 

in the retail banking sector. 

Jane Smith is a long-term customer of Bank A. She has various lines of credit, 

credit cards, a mortgage, a checking account and investments with the bank. 

Last week, Jane filed the paperwork to incorporate a new business. Over 

the next few days, she received letters from multiple banks, including Bank 

B, congratulating Jane on her new business and inviting her to become a 

new business banking customer. These letters were a result of the banks 

acting on insights powered by analysis of diverse data sources, such as new 

business filings, to identify new market segments or “hot” leads. 
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Jane did not receive any communication from Bank A—her own bank—

until a week had passed. Even then, the communication she received was 

sparse. It only included a copy of a barely relevant news article with a 

business card attached from Bank A’s local branch business manager, not 

her home branch business manager. Frustrated that the communication 

did not reflect her long-term personal banking relationships  with Bank A, 

she opened a new business banking relationship with Bank B. After gaining 

Jane as a business customer, Bank B then proceeded to pursue Jane for her 

personal banking business. 

Bank A missed the opportunity to not only land Jane’s business banking relationship, but 

also to capitalize on the exponential value of the combined relationship. Typically, the value 

associated with customers who have both their personal and business banking at a single 

institution is four times greater than a customer who has only a personal or only a business 

banking relationship. Further, Bank A is now at risk of losing Jane as a customer altogether. 

Big Gaps: Why Bank A Missed an Opportunity

At its simplest, Bank A missed the opportunity for Jane’s business banking because they did 

not even recognize Jane as an existing customer. The banks inability to accurately match 

their “hot list” prospects with existing customer information shows a gaping hole in their 

view of the customer.

This lack of real-time decision science and absence of integrated internal and external 

data sources contributed to Bank A’s missed opportunity and customer loss. A real-time 

customer analytics system would have provided Bank A the advantage of leveraging their 

existing relationship. This kind of system would have alerted Jane’s customer relationship 

manager, prompting him to make a phone call or reach out to Jane in some way. Additionally, 

the manager could have priced the business account based on the increased value of the 

combined relationship and would have had insights on additional services and products Jane 

might now need. 

Filling the Gaps

Bank A’s missed opportunity shows the gaps in each of the foundational elements necessary 

for a successful omnichannel strategy. The first step to filling these gaps is answering the 

following questions:

DATA: What data sources need to be integrated in order to have a holistic view of the customer?

TECHNOLOGY: What technology tools enable sharing and integrating data from different 

environments and sources into various customer-facing systems?
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ANALYTICS: What analytic techniques and skills are required at each step of the process to 

efficiently identify a customer’s intent, sentiment and behaviors?

INTEGRATED MARKETING: How do I use “hot lists”, new sources of data and analytic 

insights to accelerate speed to market and identify the “next best product offer” to improve 

the customer experience?

We’ll discuss these foundational elements in detail in the following sections.

Omnichannel
Value

Creation

DATA

ANALYTICSTECHNOLOGY

INTEGRATED
MARKETING

MANAGEMENT
OPERATIONS

TURNING OMNICHANNEL  
FROM VISION TO REALITY
Omnichannel banking is a growth strategy that creates value by applying cross-enterprise 

capabilities to business initiatives. Channels are defined as different methods of interacting 

and serving customers whether it is mobile, video, ATM, branch, phone, online, chat, social, 

etc. Value will be derived from: 

Expanding Access. Achieving wider and faster access to information and insights directly 

from customers’ interactions and conversations. 

Attracting New Target Segments. Segmentation models and strategies based on a broader 

data platform will refine the ability to understand consumers’ intent and behavior. 

Expanding “Eligible Universe”. Using specialized analytic methods and integrated data 

sources to re-evaluate policies for customer eligibility of bank initiatives. 

Deepening Customer Relationship. Building real time models incorporating previous and 

current customer choices and behaviors. Using pattern recognition and predictive analytics 

to determine the next product offering within an inside sales strategy. 
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Key Outcomes from executing these capabilities include: 

• New customer acquisition

• Retention of engaged customers

• A portfolio with an improved risk/reward profile.

BUILDING AN INTEGRATED STRATEGY
To realize the full potential from omnichannel, banks must have a multi-year integrated 

strategy designed to include the following strategic and foundational elements:

Performance Tracking 

Building a 360° View of Customer  

Enabling Cross-Functional Collaboration 

Ensuring C-Suite Accountability 

Implementing a Business Mandate

Roadmap for
Successfully
Achieving an
Omnichannel
Banking 
Experience

Necessary
Foundational
Elements
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STRATEGIC ELEMENTS
Business Mandate. Implementing a business mandate is the critical launch of this process. 

The CEO broadly communicates expectations, responsibilities, standards and metrics for 

transforming customer experiences and embedding banking in consumers’ daily lives. 

C-Suite Accountability. The C-suite then translates the business mandate into clearly defined 

goals, objectives and tactics supported by a framework of accountability for delivering 

omnichannel banking.

Cross Functional Collaboration. Cross-functional teams are tasked with the realization of 

these goals, objectives and tactics. Each team is comprised of the relevant human resources 

necessary to capitalize on the variety of innovative ideas and methods that result in expanded 

access to new products and markets. This process of learning from each other and creating 

capabilities is integral to creating an omnichannel banking experience for customers. 
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360° Customer View. To build a 360° customer view, banks must define the data, analytic 

tools, and technology infrastructure required to capture a customer’s product portfolio, 

transactions, channel preferences, intentions, and motivations. Over time the data captured 

should expand to include the holistic product relationship including multi-channel transactions 

and all associated social media data. This data will be aggregated to provide a comprehensive, 

360-degree view of the customer. This will equip banks with the data to fuel new analytic 

models to improve decision-making, create personalized offers and services, and insure a 

seamless, high quality experience for the customer regardless of channel. 

Performance Tracking. Given the complexity associated with a multi-year initiative it is 

critical to measure progress toward milestones. A performance tracking system organizes 

projects around associated results, maintaining leadership accountability and organizational 

communications. 

FOUNDATIONAL ELEMENTS
An omnichannel strategy is supported by seamless integration of five foundational elements: 

data, technology, analytics, marketing and operations. 

Let’s revisit the questions we asked ourselves when we addressed filling the gaps in a 

customer view...

Data: What data sources need to be integrated in order to have a holistic view of the customer? 

Technology: What technology tools enable sharing and integrating data from different 

environments and sources into various customer-facing systems?

Analytics: What analytic techniques and skills are required at each step of the process to 

efficiently identify a customer’s intent, sentiment and behaviors? How to predict the “next 

best product offer” to improve the customer experience? 

Integrated Marketing Management: How do I utilize “hot lists”, new sources of information 

and analytic insights to accelerate speed to market? 

Operations: How do I prepare my customer-facing employees with the tools, data and 

training to support business initiatives that impact the customer experience and overall 

business strategy? 
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THE PROGRESSING CUSTOMER INFORMATION LANDSCAPE

Consumers expect banks to manage and integrate all their data in order to provide them 

with an immersive experience regardless of the channel. A critical first step to providing this 

level of service is to collect, manage, and integrate the disparate sources of customer data 

necessary to build a complete or 360° degree view of the customer. 

Commonly called customer 360, its current focus is to provide smarter and more effective offers 

through the integration of multiple product relationships for the same individual. Ultimately, 

customer 360 will need to expand the holistic product relationship view to include multi-

channel transactions and associated social media data. Teams of cross-business experts must 

define the data elements and structure required to capture a customer’s product portfolio, 

channel preferences, intentions and motivations.

This comprehensive data environment will equip analysts with the tools to identify 

customers’ sentiment, choices and behavior—all fueling analytic creativity, open platforms 

and transparency. Segmentation schemes will be more accurate and targeted based on this 

expanded view of the customer. 

Technology

Mobile is driving profound changes in the way consumers interact with banks, and in turn, 

how banks interact with consumers. Mobile is not just another channel for banks to deliver 

services. Increasingly, mobile is a more common way for consumers to interact with their 

banks. Juniper Research estimates that by 2017 more than one billion mobile phone users 

will have used their mobile devices for banking purposes, compared with slightly more than 

590 million users this year.3 

The use of mobile devices is already embedded in consumers’ daily lives. Customers no 

longer have to go to a branch to deposit checks or transfer money and they can check account 

balances or pay bills instantaneously. This is changing how and when customers interact with 
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their bank and even transforming the role customers play in their banking. As a result, banks 

must evolve their broader channel strategies. The technology behind each channel—and how 

those channels connect and interact—will be critical to the consumer banking experience. 

Chase is one of the leaders in Mobile Banking, with more than ten million active mobile users. 

Chase recently released an easy to use tool, My New Home. The app helps individuals find the 

right home, and then connects them with their local Chase mortgage banker. Consumers can 

simply search and rate housing options based on personal criteria, record notes, view photos 

and videos about the properties, calculate payments, and be one click away from local Chase 

mortgage bankers. 

Chase is using this mobile innovation to engage existing customers and attract new customers. 

This mobile application changes the homebuyer’s mortgage experience because much of the 

initial legwork can now be done through the mobile app rather than having to call or visit a 

Chase branch. Once the homebuyer is ready for a mortgage, the app drives prospects to the 

branch to close the deal. 

The amount and timeliness of customer data collected from mobile devices, like the My New 

Home app, is the raw material required for business development. Through analytics it can 

be leveraged to enhance customer engagement, as well as create new business opportunities, 

such as relevant offerings or non-banking services. 

Regardless of the growth of mobile banking, branches and the modernization of branches 

remains a critical strategic focus of omnichannel banking. New channels are not replacing 

brick and mortar branches, but instead are allowing for more varied types of interactions. In 

some cases, the increase in channels has also resulted in an increase in customer interactions. 

A recent study by Cisco IBSG (June 2012) found that those groups that have the highest number 

of visits to branches (as grouped by rate of technology adoption) also are the highest users of 

virtual branches.
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An example of the modernization of branches and the changing nature of branch interactions 

is found in Citibank’s “Smart Banking” branches. These branches include digital innovations 

to serve customers in multiple languages with a wide array of services designed to make 

it easier for customers to engage with the branches. “Smart Banking” branches are largely 

paperless and use digital signage and video enabled customer service kiosks that are available 

24-hours a day. Citi has also opened Citibank express kiosks that are designed to handle many 

of the same transactions as a branch, but the transactions initiated on these kiosks can be 

completed online, using a mobile device or computer. 

These technological and digital innovations allow for more effective engagements with current 

customers and create opportunities for reaching new markets. This level of engagement with 

new customer segments, as well as increased engagement with existing customers, translates 

into higher profits and lower attrition.

Analytics

With the explosion of information available to analyze, and the connectivity of disparate and 

diverse data sources, the choices of analytic methodologies are endless. The established data 

sources are well understood by the banking analyst community; the new entrant data is the 

“Big Data”—where more exploration and discovery techniques are required.

Product Usage Customer Voice

Creditworthiness Keyboard Strokes

Psychographics Online Conversation

Geography Blog Networks

Demographics Peer Review

Wealth Customer Survey

DATA
ELEMENTS

Customer Segmentation Unstructured Data Analytics

Propensity Modeling Sentiment Analysis

Offer Optimization Integrated Analytics Data Marts

Performance Evaluation Integrated Client Service Platforms

Client/Segment P&L Statement Digital, Voice and Text Data Mining

Compensation Modeling Pattern RecognitionEvolution

ANALYTIC
APPLICATIONS

EVOLUTION OF ANALYTIC CAPABILITIES

ESTABLISHED NEW ENTRANT
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Basic data skills, data preparation, querying and reporting, are used for database marketing, 

campaign tracking, list management, dashboards, data cleansing, and creation of analytic 

data sets. Specialized analytic professionals utilize techniques such as experimental design, 

Monte Carlo simulations, Markov chains, Bayesian techniques, data visualization techniques, 

machine learning, stochastic programming, game theory and advanced optimization. Cloud 

technologies with Hadoop are examples of analytic environments that support the more 

traditional SAS and SQL environments. 

Predictive analytics and models are not new to banking. Predictive analytics answers the 

questions “What is likely to happen next?” and “What if these trends continue?” The statistical 

disciplines utilized are data mining, modeling, machine learning, forecasting and simulation. 

According to the book, Big Data, Big Analytics, “Predictive analytics in the past has been largely 

constrained so much so that many of the constraints became well-entrenched assumptions...”4

With the new analytics tools, compute power and analytical talent, many of the constraints 

on modeling are being removed. The constraints were a result of the following: 

• Availability of data for development sampling 

• Focus on longitudinal data as the strongest predictor of future behavior, in 

contrast to incorporating how recent the data is as a strong leading indicator 

• Analytic tool sets available to create predictive models

• Technology environments available for development and implementation 

of analytics 

In the new age of Big Data, these constraining assumptions have been adjusted, and as 

a result, we are relearning the discipline of predictive analytics. This is owed, in part, to 

sophisticated analytic platforms such as Tableau, which incorporate data visualization tools, 

business dashboards, and real-time big data discovery. In addition, new software technology 

platforms, such as Hadoop and Revolution R, enabled by open sourcing, provide robust and 

scalable environments for model development.

The integration of descriptive, diagnostic, predictive and prescriptive models (in as close 

to real time as possible) is facilitating the progression of understanding why something 

has happened to predicting what will happen. Eventually, we can prescribe how to make 

something happen.

Let’s examine a case study to better understand the potential of advanced segmentation. 
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CASE STUDY: THE POTENTIAL OF SEGMENTATION
Client: 

Global Consumer Franchise 

Business Problem: 

Improve inbound sales process through more targeted offer strategies, reporting 

and measurement. 

Solution: 

Integrated data models, segmentation, predictive models and tracking into call 

center process. The design and implementation of sales palette optimization tools 

prompted phone offers to present customers products based on propensity modeling 

and economic returns. Leveraged real time triggers to optimize channel selection.

Methodology: 

The integrated operational and customer analytic infrastructure relied on: 

• Data integration management 

• Rapid cycle prototyping 

• Segmentation and targeting 

• Process design and redesign 

• P&L forecasting and tracking utilizing dashboards and MIS 

Data Elements: 

Product usage • Credit Worthiness • Demographics • Customer Voice •  

Customer Survey 

Analytic Applications: 

Customer Segmentation • Propensity Modeling • Offer Optimization • Compensation 

Modeling • Profit and Loss Forecasting • Integrated Data Marts • Integrated Client 

Service Platforms 

Value: 

The offers generated 4x higher acceptance rates and 20% higher Net Present Value.

In the above case study, a global consumer franchise was able to integrate operational and 

consumer data to improve customer segmentation. This resulted in improved customer 

outreach across channels and resulted in a four-fold increase in acceptance rates and 20% 

increase in net present value (Case Study: The Potential of Segmentation). 
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Another example is the use of real-time analytics across channels to predict disengagement by a 

global credit card franchise. See Case Study: The Value of Real Time Analytics below.

CASE STUDY: THE VALUE OF REAL-TIME ANALYTICS
Client: 

Global Credit Card Franchise 

Business Problem: 

Identification of customers at risk for disengaging behaviors.

Solution: 

Created a holistic early warning ecosystem used to segment customers by usage, 

level of engagement and change in behavior over time to predict disengagement 

patterns. 

Methodology: 

The integrated early warning ecosystem relied on:

• Integrated data sources to ensure accurate customer  

target identification 

• Elasticity optimization techniques related to customer spending, 

pricing and response to offer testing and new offer constructs 

• Disengagement scoring utilizing predictive modeling 

• Disciplined P&L forecasting and tracking focused on both 

revenue growth and marketing efficiency 

Data Elements: 

Product Usage • Credit Worthiness • Demographics 

Analytical Applications: 

Customer Segmentation • Propensity Modeling • Offer Optimization • Client/Segment 

Profit and Loss Statement • Pattern Recognition 

Value: 

This real time analytics strategy resulted in 30% spend lifts, 8% expanded target 

market and incremental business income and productivity improvement.
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Integrated Marketing Management

Integrated Marketing Management (IMM) is a holistic discipline powered by analytics that 

is focused on creating value through identifying business opportunities. IMM includes 

formulating strategy, gaining insights from customer data and marketing analytics, optimizing 

customer interactions and understanding the customer experience. Creating contextual 

triggers, a byproduct of advanced analytics, plays a central role in helping marketers interpret 

the results real time.

The promise of IMM is in bringing together all components currently on the frontier of 

digital marketing: 

• Understand the customer 

• Make smarter marketing decisions 

• Accelerate time to market 

• Improve customer profitability and customer experience 

• Lower the cost of marketing execution 

• Improve marketing self-sufficiency and agility 

IMM is the delivery mechanism for cross channel, real-time relevant offers. By driving 

marketing activities with analytic insight in real time, the likelihood of conversion is 

significantly higher. 
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Operations

The delivery of the promise of embedding banking in consumers’ daily lives lies within the 

hands of the operations organization. It hinges upon giving the customer what they want, 

how they want it, when and where they want it, without interruption. As such, banks must 

empower their customer facing employees with the tools, platforms, information, training 

and incentives that ensure a customer-centric culture. 

Utilizing third-party platforms is how banks are integrating the capabilities required to 

empower their employees. One example is the NICE Systems ecosystem. This system collects 

and analyzes the complete “Voice of the Customer” from all channels and touch points, and 

infuses it into daily service operations. 

CONCLUSION
Omnichannel banking is a growth strategy that meets the needs of both consumers and banks. 

Consumers expect their banks to listen to them and to interact with them via their preferred 

channel. Data and analytics is the way to accomplish this strategy. 

“Listening” to customers requires integrating data, technology, analytics, marketing and 

operations—the foundational elements of omnichannel banking. Implementing omnichannel 

banking is complex and requires a detailed multi-year roadmap. Banks who do not engage 

in an omnichannel strategy are at risk of disengaging their existing customers and becoming 

irrelevant in today’s fast moving, customer driven banking landscape. 
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